Effects of type and physical properties of oil phase on oil-in-water emulsion droplet formation in straight-through microchannel emulsification, experimental and CFD studies.
Straight-through microchannel (MC) emulsification is a novel technique for formulating monodisperse emulsions using an array of micrometer-sized channels vertical to the surface of a silicon plate (a straight-through MC). We studied the effects of the type and physical properties of the dispersed oil phase and of the surfactant concentration on droplet formation from a straight-through MC by experiments and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. Monodisperse oil-in-water emulsions with coefficients of variation below 4% were formulated from an oblong straight-through MC using silicone oils, tetradecane, medium-chain triglyceride, soybean oil, and liquid paraffin as the oil phase. At oil viscosities (eta(d)) lower than a threshold value of 100 mPa s, the values of the resultant droplet diameter (d(ex)) gradually decreased with increasing eta(d), whereas they were not affected by the surfactant concentration. Conversely, at eta(d) higher than the threshold value, the d(ex) values significantly increased with increasing eta(d), and they were affected by the surfactant concentration. An analysis on the basis of droplet formation time and interfacial tension clarified that the trends in d(ex) at eta(d) above the threshold value would be caused by the significant decrease in the dynamic interfacial tension during droplet formation. We thus discovered that the dynamic interfacial tension is also a parameter affecting the d(ex) along with eta(d) in straight-through MC emulsification. CFD simulations using a three-dimensional (3D) model including a straight-through MC confirmed successful formation of micrometer-sized droplets for the above-mentioned oils. The experimental and CFD results for the resultant droplet size were compared using the dimensionless droplet diameter (d, droplet diameter/channel equivalent diameter). The d(CFD) values agreed well with the d(ex) values at eta(d) below the threshold value of 100 mPa s for all the experiment systems and at eta(d) above the threshold value for the experiment systems that did not contain a surfactant.